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CHINESE PEOPLE'S LIBERATION ARMY UNDERGROUND DEPOT FACILITIES IN YANQUAN CITY, SHANXI PROVINCE (U)

WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. XXXX XXXXXX XX XXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX.

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

DOI: (U) 20090615.

(2)
SUMMARY: (U) A WEAPONS SYSTEMS DEPOT AND AMMUNITION DEPOT, LOCATED IN YANGQUAN CITY, SHANXI PROVINCE, AND SUBORDINATE TO THE BEIJING MILITARY REGION, ARE EQUIPPED WITH UNDERGROUND FACILITIES. THE WEAPONS DEPOT DEVELOPED, THEN IN 2006 FIELDED, NEW CAMOUFLAGING MATERIAL FOR ITS UNDERGROUND FACILITIES. ENCLOSURE.

1. (U) A WEAPONS DEPOT AND AMMUNITION DEPOT, LOCATED IN YANGQUAN CITY, SHANXI PROVINCE, ARE EQUIPPED WITH UNDERGROUND STORAGE FACILITIES. THE DEPOTS ARE SUBORDINATE TO THE PEOPLE'S LIBERATION ARMY BEIJING MILITARY REGION (MR).
2. (U) PINGDING WEAPONS DEPOT (ENCLOSURE)
A. (U) DETAILS
THE PINGDING (STC 1627/1353) WEAPONS DEPOT (CHINESE -- JUNXIE KU, STC 6511/2750/1655), MILITARY UNIT CODE DESIGNATION (MUCD) 66442 [b](2) IS LOCATED IN NIANGZIGUAN TOWN (ZHEN) //GEOCOORD:3757N/11353E//, IN PINGDING COUNTY (XIAN), YANGQUAN CITY (SHI), SHANXI PROVINCE [b](2) THE AREA TOPOGRAPHY IS MOUNTAINOUS AND HILLY, WITH THE WEST SIDE MARKED BY SANDSTONE MOUNTAINS AND THE
EAST SIDE BY LIMESTONE MOUNTAINS. THE CENTRAL AREA IS A BASIN WITH LOESS-COVERED SANDSTONE HILLS. THE DEPOT IS SUBORDINATE TO THE BEIJING MR 8TH COMBINED SERVICE SUBDEPARTMENT (CHINESE -- FENBU, STC 0433/6752) MUCD 66356, HEADQUARTERED AT 116 FUMIN (STC 1381/3046) ROAD (LU), HEDONG DISTRICT (QU) TIANJIN CITY. THE DEPOT DIRECTOR IS ((LIU)) WENCHAO (STC 0491/2429/2600) AND THE POLITICAL COMMISSAR IS ((ZHANG)) ZHIHUA (STC 1728/1807/5478).

B. (U) CAMOUFLAGING MEASURES RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT


C. (U) EQUIPMENT PROCUREMENT

THE PINGDING WEAPONS SYSTEMS DEPOT HAS PROCURED BLAST RESISTANT (CHINESE -- FANGBAO, STC 7089/3615) EQUIPMENT FROM SHENYANG CITY XINHANG BLAST RESISTANT EQUIPMENT WORKS (CHINESE -- SHENYANG SHI XINHANG WUJIN FANGBAO QICAI CHANG, STC 3088/7122/1579/2450/5300/0063/6855/7089/3615/0892/2624/0617), WHICH SPECIALIZES IN EXPLOSION AND CORROSION-RESISTANT EQUIPMENT PRODUCTION. THE COMPANY IS BASED AT 404 WENGUANXI (STC 2429/1351/6007) ROAD, DONGLING DISTRICT SHENYANG CITY, LIAONING PROVINCE. TELEPHONE AND FAX NUMBERS ARE 024-86672366/024-86673943 AND 024-86673721/024-86672402, RESPECTIVELY.

3. (U) AMMUNITION DEPOT

A. (U) DETAILS

THE AMMUNITION DEPOT (CHINESE -- DANYAO CANGKU, STC 1734/5522/0221/1655) MUCD 66447 IS LOCATED IN THE VICINITY OF HEBEI (STC 3109/0554) VILLAGE NIANGZIGUAN TOWN, PINGDING COUNTY. THE DEPOT IS SUBORDINATE TO THE BEIJING MR COMBINED SERVICE DEPARTMENT. THE
DEPOT DIRECTOR IS ((ZHAO)) SHENGCUN (STC 6392/3932/1317) AND THE
POLITICAL COMMISSAR IS ((WANG)) RONGCHEN (STC 3769/2837/6591). The depot, which is responsible for the
storage, supply, and distribution of conventional ammunition and
chemical defense equipment, has several subordinate underground
depots in the area.

B. (U) WAREHOUSE RENOVATION AND FACILITY INVESTMENT

From 2006 to 2008, the depot invested approximately 450,000 U.S.
dollars (USD) in warehouse renovations and 150,000 USD in safety
programs and protective facilities.
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